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Abstract: Our goal is to design a neuromorphic locomotion controller for a prospective bioinspired
quadruped robot driven by artificial muscle actuators. In this paper, we focus on achieving a running
gait called a pace, in which the ipsilateral pairs of legs move in phase, while the two pairs together
move out of phase, by a quadruped robot with realistic legs driven by pneumatic muscle actuators.
The robot is controlled by weakly coupled two-level central pattern generators to generate a pace
gait with leg loading feedback. Each leg is moved through four sequential phases like an animal,
i.e., touch-down, stance, lift-off, and swing phases. We find that leg loading feedback to the central
pattern generator can contribute to stabilizing pace running with an appropriate cycle autonomously
determined by synchronizing each leg’s oscillation with the roll body oscillation without a human
specifying the cycle. The experimental results conclude that our proposed neuromorphic controller is
beneficial for achieving pace running by a muscle-driven quadruped robot.

Keywords: quadrupedal pace running; artificial muscle actuators; bio-inspired locomotion; two-level
central pattern generators (CPG); leg loading feedback

1. Introduction

Legged robots can move over a high obstacle more easily than wheeled and tracked
vehicles, and especially, quadruped robots are more stable than biped robots. Therefore,
a quadruped robot is expected to assist people in many activities conducted over rough
terrain, such as a rescue mission over rubble and construction work in fields filled with
many obstacles, in the future. Although we focus on a pace running on flat terrain in this
paper, running over rough terrain is our following target. Quadrupeds change their gait
according to speed and typically choose a trot or pace at medium speed running [1]. A trot
is a gait in which the diagonal pairs of legs move in phase, while the two pairs together
move out of phase. A pace is a gait in which the ipsilateral pairs of legs move in phase,
while the two pairs together move out of phase. Although a vast number of quadruped
robots using a trot gait have been developed, a smaller number of quadruped robots using
a pace gait have been developed [2–10], of which limited ones [2,4,7] can run. Pacing
can be generally observed in long-legged quadruped animals, such as giraffes and large
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dogs, because the ipsilateral legs being swung in phase can prevent the legs from bumping
into each other [11]. The ipsilateral legs of general mammalian quadruped robots whose
degrees of freedom are limited tend to move on the same sagittal plane, causing even a
short leg to have a risk of bumping into one another, especially while running with longer
strides. Therefore, a quadruped robot that chooses a pace for running at a medium speed is
considered practical.

Although the locomotion abilities of contemporary quadruped robots, such as Spot [12],
Unitree [13], Mini-Cheetah [7], and Anymal [14], have been rapidly progressing, most of
them use electromagnetic motors as their actuators, causing concern for energy efficiency.
Animals achieve energy-efficient locomotion because of effective energy conversion be-
tween chemical compounds and force of contraction in muscles, and more energy-efficient
in running by making use of the muscles’ elasticity. Therefore, next-generation artificial
muscle actuators are expected to be used for prospective quadruped robots. Another
advantage of using muscle actuators is durability because their softness can absorb shocks
from the ground when the robot falls over. We aim to achieve a steady pace running by a
bioinspired quadruped robot driven by artificial muscles in our present study.

Our goal is to develop a controller for walking and running for a bioinspired quadruped
robot that will be driven by next-generation artificial muscles in the future. To target this,
we reported uneven terrain walking by a simulated quadruped model (Figure 1a) [15]
and stepping on a treadmill by a two-hind leg robot driven by McKibben-type pneumatic
artificial muscles [16] with the constrained torso (Figure 1b) [17]. In the simulated model
and robot, each leg consisted of three joints around the pitch axis (without any joints around
the roll or yaw axis) driven by four single-joint muscles and two two-joint muscles, based
on muscles that are mainly used for a cat’s locomotion [18,19]. To drive the biomimetic
leg along a leg trajectory similar to that of an animal’s, we must synergistically activate a
different set of the six muscles in each of the typical four sequential leg phases (i.e., swing,
touchdown, stance, and liftoff) in one cycle [18]. To achieve this, we used a central pattern
generator (CPG) for each leg, which exists in a spinal cord of an animal and produces the
rhythmic motion of the leg [20,21]. We improved a realistic neuromorphic two-level CPG
proposed by Markin et al. [22,23] to achieve the realistic motion of each leg with the six
muscles. In addition, we demonstrated that leg loading feedback to the CPG played an
important role in the uneven terrain walking [15] and hind-leg stepping [17]. It is reported
in biology that leg load is fed back to the CPG such that the activity of a flexor neuron in
the CPG is inhibited when a load is applied to the leg, resulting in activating an extensor
neuron and extending the stance phase to support the body [24,25]. Specifically, we input
leg load multiplied by a gain to the flexor neuron of the corresponding CPG in an inhibitory
manner. As a result, the simulated quadruped model demonstrated being capable of safely
walking over a step and a slope [15]. Although the model only with joints around the
pitch axis was often inclined sideways, the model extended the stance phase of each leg
on the side toward which the body was inclined and avoided falling toward the side.
The hind-leg robot with pneumatic artificial muscles demonstrated adaptive stepping by
automatically changing the locomotion speed according to the gradual speed variation of a
treadmill [17], similar to a mesencephalic cat’s reaction [26]. These two results suggested
that our proposed two-level CPG with leg loading feedback enhanced walking stability
and adaptability to external speed variation.
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Figure 1. Our previous studies. (a) A simulated quadruped model achieving uneven terrain walking;
(b) a hind leg robot stepping on a speed variable treadmill.

In this study, we build a quadruped robot in which forelegs are added to the previous hind
leg robot in Figure 1b, and control it with the four two-level CPGs with leg loading feedback
coupled to produce a pace gait. Then, we demonstrate that the coupled two-level CPGs can
achieve a stable pace running based on experiments at steady speeds on a treadmill.

It is reported in neurophysiology that changing connection strengths between the
CPGs of the four legs can produce a variety of gaits [20,21]. Thus, to simply reproduce a
pace gait for our quadruped robot in our present study, we first connected the ipsilateral
CPGs and contralateral CPGs in strongly excited and inhibitory manners, respectively,
without leg loading feedback to the CPGs. However, our robot failed in steady pace
running because the oscillation of each leg swung by the dominant CPG was not able to
synchronize with the roll body oscillation. The same results were observed even with leg
loading feedback. Therefore, when we weakened the connection strengths, the coupling
between the CPGs did not affect locomotion, and the quadruped robot steadily runs with a
pronk, which is a gait in which all the four legs moved in phase.

Subsequently, when we added leg loading feedback to the CPG, resulting in the robot
achieving a steady pace running at a constant speed. Since the body oscillated around
the roll axis on the treadmill, a load applied to the ipsilateral pairs of legs toward which
the body inclined increased. This allowed the stance phases of the ipsilateral legs to be
simultaneously extended because of leg loading feedback, preventing the robot from falling
toward the side. The robot alternated this adaptation on both sides, leading to a pace
gait. In short, the cycles of each CPG and the roll body oscillation were autonomously
synchronized through leg loading feedback. Interestingly, when we used leg loading
feedback with the weakly coupled CPGs, the oscillation of each CPG was entrained in
the roll body oscillation and autonomously converged to an arbitrary cycle, which was
different from the original cycle of the CPG without leg loading feedback and suited the roll
body oscillation. As a result, our robot safely paced by swinging each leg at a suitable cycle
to suit the roll body oscillation without any joints around the roll axis or any instruction of
the desired cycle. The present results demonstrated that the two-level CPG with leg loading
feedback that we proposed can be used for steady pace running of a musculoskeletal
quadruped robot as well as uneven terrain walking [15] and autonomous adaptation to
external speed adaptation [17].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our quadruped robot, devices,
and two-level CPGs. Section 3 shows the robot’s experimental results of pronking without
leg loading feedback and pacing with it. Section 4 presents the conclusions of our study.

2. Quadruped Robot and Control Method
2.1. Quadruped Robot and Devices

Figure 2a,b show an image of our quadruped robot and an overall diagram of the system,
including the robot’s 3D design and external devices. The robot is 520 mm long and 280 mm
wide. We detail the leg configuration in Section 2.2. Devices to drive and control the robot
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are externally placed, as shown in Figure 2b, and the robot is tethered to the external devices,
which are listed in Table 1. The robot weighs 7.4 kg excluding external devices. The robot is
controlled by the external robot control board with a sampling time of 2 ms.

Figure 2. (a) Picture of our quadruped, (b) overall diagram of our system.

Table 1. List of external devices in Figure 2b.

Device Company Model Specification

Robot controller board General Robotics HRP-3P-CN & MCN OS: ART-Linux
CPU: SH4 7751R

Air compressor ANEST IWATA TFP37C-10
Maximum pressure: 1.0 MPa,
inflation speed: 370 L/min,

storage volume: 95 L

Air regulator ANEST IWATA RR-AS Adjustable range of the output
air pressure: 0.05–0.78 MPa

Electro-pneumatic
proportional valve SMC VEP3121-2-03F Maximum operation pressure:

1.0 MPa

Power amplifier for the
electro-pneumatic
proportional valve

SMC VEA250 Power consumption:
approximately 26 W

3-port air operated valve SMC VZ412-5MZ Operating pressure range:
0.15–1.0 MPa

2-port air operated valve SMC VX230AA Operating pressure range:
0.0–1.0 MPa

Power amplifier
(MOS-FET) for the air

operated valves

SANYO
Semiconductor FW248 Rated drain-to-source voltage:

45 V, rated drain current: 6 A

Compressed air in all the artificial muscles is supplied by the air compressor in
Figure 2b. The downstream air pressure from the air compressor is regulated to a constant
pressure by the air regulator, and the electro-pneumatic proportional valve adjusts the
maximum pressure according to a targeted locomotion speed, which is constant in this
paper (i.e., 0.6 MPa for pacing at 7.5 m/s).
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The part closed by the dashed square in Figure 2b shows a valve system to control the
amount of air in a single pneumatic muscle actuator. The same system is required for the
other 23 muscle actuators. To contract the muscle actuator, the three-port air-operated valve
is set to HIGH (Path AB: open, AC: close), sending the compressed air to the corresponding
muscle actuator, as shown by the magenta arrow. To relax the muscle, the three-port
air-operated valve and the two-port air-operated valve are set to LOW (AB: close, AC:
open) and HIGH (DE: open), respectively. Therefore, the compressed air trapped in the
muscle is released outside, as shown by the blue arrow, and the muscle can relax. We detail
the valve control based on a neural output in Section 2.3.2.

An attached encoder (HEDS-5500#A11; Broadcom Co., San Jose, CA, USA) measures
the angle of each joint of the leg. The body tilt angles around the pitch and roll axes are
calculated by integrating the value of the angular velocity detected by the corresponding
gyroscopes (ENC-03R C/D; Murata Co., Kyoto, Japan), and their integration errors are
modified by an acceleration sensor (CLX02LF3; Crossbow Co., Tokyo, Japan). The joints’
angles and body tilt angles are not used for control but only for data collection. We attach a
force sensor (FlexiForce A201; Nitta Co., Osaka, Japan) on the foot sole of each leg as binary
sensors to judge the leg’s footfall. Leg load is estimated from the extension of the two-joint
muscle actuator for the shoulder and elbow joints or the knee and ankle joints of each leg,
similar to the previous study [17]. This leg load is only needed for our controller to achieve
a pace running as sensory information, but no sensory information is required to achieve a
pronk running (see Section 3).

The robot locomotes on a handmade treadmill whose speed can be manually controlled
according to the robot’s speed. Since our robot does not have any joints around the roll or
yaw axis, it is difficult to correct the gradual turning of the robot on the treadmill. Therefore,
the robot is slightly suspended during locomotion by an elastic string on each end of the
front and rear such that the height of the torso is approximately 50 mm lower without the
legs touching the ground than when the robot usually locomotes. This weak constraint
cannot prevent our robot from falling, but can help the robot go almost straight on the
treadmill. A human loosely holds a string in all experiments to avoid the possibility of a
breakdown by falling over.

2.2. Leg Configuration

Figure 3a,b show the configurations of the fore and hind legs and the image of our
quadruped robot, respectively. Each leg consists of three links connected by three rotary
joints around the pitch axis. Each leg does not move around the roll or yaw axis. The torso is
a rigid body. The robot has 12 joints in total. The length of each leg link is determined based
on the biological findings [27,28]. An animal drives each leg joint by using various sides
of muscles; however, each leg of our robot is driven by main six muscles for locomotion,
including two two-joint muscles, based on a biological report [18] and related studies [29,30].
We use the McKibben-type pneumatic artificial muscle [16] manufactured by Kanda Tsushin
Kogyo Co., Ltd. (Chiba, Japan) for all the muscles, which have a maximum tension of
800 N and a maximum shrinkage factor of 34% with a maximum diameter of 30 mm. Each
muscle’s length when it is relaxed is written behind the name of the muscle in Figure 3a.
The length and the connected positions are experimentally determined such that the force
and the moving range of each joint can be satisfied.
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Figure 3. Configurations of the fore and hind legs (a), and an image of our quadruped robot (b).

2.3. Motion Generator
2.3.1. Two-Level CPG with Leg Loading Feedback

The aforementioned representative quadruped robots [7,12–14], which are driven by
motors, have each simplified leg consisting of two links. Unlike these, to move a three-
link leg along an animal-like leg trajectory, the robot has to drive each leg through the
four sequential phases (touch-down, stance, lift-off, and swing) in one cycle, as shown in
Figure 4. An animal synergistically activates a different set of muscles (the red muscles in
Figure 4) in each of the four phases [18]. To realize the synergistic activation of muscles,
we previously proposed two-level CPG, as shown in Figure 5 [15,17]. This was improved
from the CPG proposed by Markin et al. [22,23]. We use the two-level CPG for our present
running quadruped and drive its legs along the animal-like leg trajectory in Figure 4.
The parameters are modified such that the quadruped robot can safely run. The CPG’s
equations are shown in Appendix A, and we briefly explain the functions below.
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Figure 4. Cycle of the four leg phases (touchdown, stance, liftoff, and swing).

Figure 5. Diagram of the two-level central pattern generator (CPG) for each leg.

As shown in Figure 5, the CPG is divided into two parts, namely rhythm generation
(RG) and pattern formation (PF). The RG part receives a constant tonic descending input
when locomotion speed is constant and produces a basic locomotion rhythm for a single
leg, which is generated by the mutual inhibitory connections between the extensor neuron
(RG-E) and flexor neuron (RG-F). The PF part has the four PF neurons (PFtd, PFst, PFlf,
and PFsw), which manage the four leg phases (touch-down, stance, lift-off, and swing)
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shown in Figure 4, respectively. While each PF neuron rhythmically bursts by receiving
inputs from the RG neurons, the four PF neurons activate at different timings by mutually
inhibiting each other. Eventually, the outputs from several of the PF neurons multiplied
by different gains, which are shown by the thickness of the arrows from PF neurons to
motoneurons, are integrated into each motoneuron to drive the corresponding muscle, as
shown in Figure 5. The neural system activates the different sets of muscles in each of the
four sequential phases, as shown in Figure 4. For example, in the forelegs, PFtd in Figure 5
is input with relatively strong gains to Mn1, Mn4, and Mn6 for the scapula flexor, shoulder
extensor, and two-joint muscle for shoulder and elbow joints, respectively, which show
the three red muscles in the case of touch-down in Figure 4. This leads the foreleg to the
touch-down phase.

We apply leg loading feedback to the CPG, which is crucial to adjust the rhythm and
support the body [25]. Specifically, leg load is inputted to the RG flexor neuron in an
inhibitory manner, as shown in Figure 5, based on biological findings [25,31]. The feedback
inhibits the activation of the RG flexor neuron in the stance phase, causing the extension
of the stance duration. Similar to our previous hind leg robot [17], we estimate the leg
load from tension applied to the two-joint muscle actuator for the shoulder/knee and el-
bow/ankle joints, which covers an elbow or ankle joint extensor, based on many locomotion
experiments of decerebrate cats [25].

2.3.2. Control of the Pneumatic Muscle Actuators Based on the Motoneuron Output

Similar to the previous hind leg robot [17], we adjust the time ratio between the
inputting and releasing times of air in each muscle every 50 ms with the ON/OFF solenoid
valves, on the basis of the value of the neural output f (V) (Equation (A4) in Appendix A)
from the corresponding motoneuron in Figure 5, and therefore control the air pressure in
the muscle. Note that although it may be better to use a proportional solenoid valve to
more precisely control the air pressure, it is too big to manage 24 muscles; therefore, we use
the ON/OFF solenoid valves. Specifically, if f (V) = 0.4 (2/3 of the estimated maximum
activity f (V) = 0.6), the compressed air is inputted for 33 ms (2/3 of 50 ms), and the
trapped air is naturally released for 17 ms (1/3 of 50 ms). The sampling time of 50 ms is
relatively long because the response time of the solenoid valves is slow; nevertheless, we
demonstrated in our previous study with the same method [17] that the hind leg robot was
capable of moving each leg along a realistic trajectory close to that of a cat. In addition, it is
reported in biomechanics [32] that self-stabilization depending on muscular viscoelasticity
is dominant and precise control is not very important while running. Thus, we conclude
that our rough control system is acceptable for pace running.

2.3.3. CPG Network to Produce a Pace Gait

As shown in the RG part in Figure 5, a network consisting of the four coupled CPGs is
completed when the RG neurons are connected to RG neurons in the CPGs of the other
legs. Specifically, as shown in Figure 6, to reproduce a pace gait in our quadruped robot,
we make the mutual inhibitory connections of the RG neurons between the contralateral
legs with a weight of α, allowing the legs to swing out of phase, and the mutual excitatory
connections of the RG neurons between the ipsilateral legs with a weight of β, allowing the
legs to swing in phase.
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Figure 6. Hard-wired CPG network between the four legs to produce a pace gait for our quadruped robot.

3. Running Experiments

We applied our two-level CPGs mutually coupled to produce a pace gait to our
quadruped robot and verified if the robot can steadily run with pace at a constant speed
on a treadmill. We experimentally determined all the parameters such that the quadruped
robot can safely run, and they were fixed in all experiments.

We initially set the values of the weights α and β in Figure 6 to relatively large (e.g.,
α = −0.1, β = +0.1) to generate a robust pace gait. Therefore, the robot swung its four
legs at a pace while being suspended in the air. However, when it was put on the treadmill,
running became unstable because it was difficult to synchronize the legs’ oscillation forced
by the strong CPG network with the roll body oscillation. That was the case even with
leg loading feedback. Therefore, we eventually set smaller values of the weights (i.e.,
α = −0.02, β = +0.02).

The existence of leg loading feedback affected an emergence of a pace in experiments
with the weak CPG network. The experimental results with and without leg loading
feedback are shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. All the parameter values used in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were the same with the exception of leg loading feedback.

3.1. Pronk Running without Leg Loading Feedback

In the beginning, we expected the robot without leg loading feedback to the CPG
to pace because of the CPG network shown in Figure 6. However, the CPG network
with small α and β values was not effective enough, and the robot ran with a pronk, in
which all legs were in phase, at a constant speed of 1.0 m/s. The movie can be seen in the
Supplementary Video S1, and the snapshots are shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 shows data
in approximately three cycles, which include the outputs from the RG flexor (RG-F) and
RG extensor (RG-E) neurons for the four legs, the joints’ angles of the left fore and hind
legs (the origin and orientation are shown in the leg diagram), the footfalls for the four legs
(thick lines represent the stance phases), and the body angles around the pitch and roll axes
(positive when tilted forward and rightward).
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Figure 7. Snapshots of our quadruped robot running at a pace. 1©– 4© indicate the running sequence.

Figure 8. Experimental results of the pronk running of our quadruped robot, which include the
outputs from the RG flexor (RG-F) and RG extensor (RG-E) neurons for the four legs, the joints’ angles
of the left fore and hind legs (the origin and orientation are shown in the leg diagram), the footfalls
for the four legs (thick lines represent the stance phases), and the body angles around the pitch and
roll axes (positive when tilted forward and rightward, as shown by white arrows in 1© of Figure 7).

In Figure 8, the outputs from RG-F and RG-E were exactly in phase between the four
legs (i.e., the plots for the four legs exactly overlapped). As a result, the four legs similarly
moved, as shown in the joints’ angles of the left fore and hind legs, and each leg performed
the touch-down, stance, lift-off, and swing motions in order in the transparent red, green,
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orange, and grey periods, respectively. The footfalls were almost in phase between the four
legs, and flight phases can be observed between the footfalls, resulting in a pace running,
as shown in 3© and 4© of Figure 7. Note that the footfalls of the forelegs were somewhat
delayed from those of the hind legs. This was caused because of the difference in the
lengths between the fore and hind legs, leading to the deviations in timings of the feet
touching and leaving the ground. This often happened in a pronk running in which the
vertical movement of the body was large.

Because the robot did not have any sensory feedback from the CPG, the running cycle
(approximately 0.47 s) was the same as the original cycle of the CPG.

3.2. Pace Running with Leg Loading Feedback

We conducted experiments when only adding leg loading feedback to the neural
system in Section 3.1 in which all the parameters were the same except for leg loading
feedback. The four legs were swung in phase, similar to pronking in Section 3.1, when
the robot was suspended in the air at the beginning because leg loading feedback was
inactive. However, when the robot was placed on the treadmill, it steadily ran at a pace at a
constant speed of 0.75 m/s. The movie can be seen in the Supplementary Video S2, and
the snapshots are shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows data in approximately three cycles,
which include the outputs from the RG flexor (RG-F) and RG extensor (RG-E) neurons for
the four legs, the four PF neurons (PFtd, PFst, PFlf, and PFsw), and the six motoneurons
(Mn1–6) only for the left foreleg as a representative, the joints’ angles of the left fore and
hind legs (the origin and orientation are shown in the leg diagram), the footfalls for the
four legs (thick lines represent the stance phases), and the body angles around the pitch
and roll axes (positive when tilted forward and rightward).

Figure 9. Snapshots of our quadruped robot running at a pace. 1©– 6© indicate the running sequence.
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Figure 10. Experimental results of the pace running of our quadruped robot, which include the
outputs from the RG flexor (RG-F) and RG extensor (RG-E) neurons for the four legs, the four PF
neurons (PFtd, PFst, PFlf, and PFsw), and the six motoneurons (Mn1–6) only for the left foreleg as a
representative, the joints’ angles of the left fore and hind legs (the origin and orientation are shown
in the leg diagram), the footfalls for the four legs (thick lines represent the stance phases), and the
body angles around the pitch and roll axes (positive when tilted forward and rightward, as shown by
white arrows in 1© of Figure 9).

Similar to Figure 8, Figure 10 indicates that the left foreleg’s PF neurons for the four
sequential phases periodically burst in the order PFtd−PFst−PFlf−PFsw, such as in Figure 4.
While each PF neuron was bursting, the motoneurons for the different sets of muscles
shown in Figure 4 were simultaneously bursting. For example, when PFtd burst for the
touch-down motion (a transparent yellow period in Figure 10), Mn1 for the scapula flexor,
M4 for the shoulder extensor, and M6 for the two-joint muscle for shoulder and elbow joints
burst strongly. Similar synergistic muscle activations happened for the other legs as well.

Consequently, the left foreleg was extended by increasing θshoulder and θelbow for the
touch-down motion in the transparent red period A of Figure 10 after a short time delay.
Note that θscapula was expected to decrease as Mn1 (for the scapula flexor) strongly burst in
the touch-down phase; however, Mn2 for the antagonist (the scapula extensor) burst in the
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subsequent stance phase (B in Figure 10), and the antagonistic bursting between Mn1 and
Mn2 resulted in the increase in θscapula in period A. Similarly, θhip, θknee, and θankle of the
left hind leg increased during the transparent red period for the touch-down motion. After
the touch-down motion, each leg performed the stance, lift-off, and swing motions in order
in the transparent green, orange, and grey periods, respectively.

Figure 10 also indicates that when the body tilted leftward (the roll body angle was
negative as C), the two left legs were in the stance phases and the two right legs were in
the swing phases 4© in Figure 9), and that when the body tilted rightward (the roll body
angle was positive as D), the two right legs were in the stance phases and the two left legs
were in the swing phases ( 1© in Figure 9), and flight phases can be observed ( 3© and 6©
in Figure 9), showing a steady pace running. This happened because of the leg loading
feedback described in Section 2.3.1. When the body was tilted leftward and the two left
legs were in the stance phases (a transparent purple period in Figure 10), the RG-F neurons
for the two left legs were inhibited not to bursting, as shown in E, because of the inhibitory
connection of leg loading feedback to the RG-F neurons. Conversely, the busting periods of
the RG-E neurons for the two left legs were extended, as shown in F, because of the mutual
inhibition between the RG-E and RG-F neurons. Therefore, while the body was tilted
leftward, the two left stance legs supported the body. It can be observed in the transparent
light blue period that the same adaptation happened when the two right legs were in the
stance phases. Both side adaptations alternated according to the body oscillation; therefore,
the leg and body oscillations were synchronized, making the robot capable of the steady
pace running.

Based on the experimental results, generating stable pace running was caused by
the autonomous adjustment of the cycle of the CPG through leg loading feedback. Leg
loading feedback did not work when the robot was suspended in the air, and therefore,
the cycle of each leg’s oscillation was 0.47 s, the same as that in pronking in Section 3.1.
However, the cycle was autonomously adjusted to 0.58 s while the robot was steadily
pacing on the treadmill. This was because the cycles of the roll body oscillation and each
leg’s oscillation were synchronized through leg loading feedback. We did not need to
command an appropriate running cycle, and the mutual physical interaction between the
CPGs and the robot allowed the cycle to autonomously converge to an appropriate value,
which caused a stable balance between the neural system and the body dynamics.

When the connection weights α and β between the four CPGs in Figure 6 were too
large, the strong connections prevented the phase adjustment of each CPG by leg loading
feedback. Consequently, the robot fell because it was not able to synchronize the leg
oscillation with the roll body oscillation. When the gain of leg loading feedback (wi in
Equation (A3) in Appendix A) was excessively increased, the legs toward which the body
inclined were in the stance phases too long, resulting in the robot failing in the locomotion.

4. Discussion on Improvements

In the future, we will have to improve the devices and method as follows to allow
a quadruped robot driven by muscle actuators with our method to be used in practical
missions, such as rescue activities, construction works, and human-assistive works.

A current limitation of our quadruped robot for practical use is the technology of
muscle actuators. Muscle actuators that we can use to realize a quadrupedal running are
currently limited because the actuator must be light, powerful, and durable, and it also has
to quickly contract and relax for rapid movements. Currently available muscle actuators to
meet the conditions are considered pneumatic actuators. Therefore, we use McKibben-type
pneumatic artificial muscles, but they need an external heavy air compressor to supply
enough compressed air to achieve a fast and long-term running. There are few chances for
a robot with such bulky outer devices to be available in field locomotion. However, many
other expected muscle actuators without any external power source have recently been
developed [33,34] and will be available in the near future. We believe that our method can
be used to drive the prospective muscle actuators for locomotion as well. A bioinspired
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quadruped robot with more practical muscle actuators will be operated over harsh field
environments as long as its electronic devices are proof against water and dust.

Although a CPG with single feedback of leg load is applied in our current stage, the
limited system can achieve a fairly stable pace of running. To perform stable walking
and running over uneven terrain in real environments in the future, sensory feedback
should be increased. Modification from brain signals may be further required. In the
future, we will apply sensory feedback of a muscle length to the RG and PF neurons
and the motoneurons. In addition, the existing leg load fed back to the RG neuron will
be extended to the PF neurons and motoneurons. These ideas are based on findings in
biology [25] and neuroscience [23]. These additional feedback signals are considered to
work in disturbed situations especially when a robot locomotes over uneven terrain. For
example, because of excitatory feedback of leg load to the PFst neuron in Figure 5, the leg
may thrust the ground against the load while climbing a slope and steps. If the elbow flexor
is extended by the tip of a foreleg being caught by a step in the swing phase, excitatory
feedback of the length of the elbow flexor to the RG-F, PFlf, and PFsw neurons may induce
the tip of the leg to quickly rise like a reflex, preventing the robot from falling forward.
Our previous report [35] demonstrated that these additional reactions through sensory
feedback were effective enough for walking over medium levels of uneven terrain, such
as over small obstacles and on a gently inclined slope. The same should work for a pace
running over uneven terrain. The inhibitory leg loading feedback to the RG-F neuron in
our pace running robot allowed the stance phases on the side which the body inclined
were extended, preventing our robot from falling toward the side. This feedback should
be effective to a certain degree to ensure stability in the frontal plane over uneven terrain
because our previous simulation study [15] demonstrated the effectiveness of the same
method on walking over medium levels of uneven terrain. However, clearly, effective
adaptations in the frontal plane will be needed to ensure stability over higher levels of
uneven terrain that cause significantly falling sideways. Specifically, scapula and hip joints
around the roll axis are required to avoid falling sideways. Since it is unrevealed in biology
how to combine the roll joint’s control with the CPG’s activation, we consider that we will
control the roll joint following desired trajectories created for the four sequential phases.
Suggesting methods to create the desired trajectories is our future work.

5. Conclusions

Our goal is to design a neuromorphic locomotion controller for a prospective bioin-
spired quadruped robot driven by artificial muscle actuators. To this end, we previously
proposed a two-level CPG with leg loading feedback and demonstrated that the simulated
cat-like quadruped model could walk over uneven terrain and that the hind leg robot with
pneumatic muscle actuators could autonomously adapt to an external speed change.

In the present research, we verified using the quadruped robot with the pneumatic
muscle actuators if the proposed neural system can effectively generate a steady pace
of running. As a result, the robot achieved a steady pace running with an appropriate
cycle adjusted from each CPG’s original cycle. This was because each CPG’s oscillation
autonomously synchronized with the roll body oscillation while pacing owing to the CPG
network with weak connections and leg loading feedback to the corresponding CPG.

The following are the main contributions of this paper.

(1) We demonstrated that our proposed neural system is beneficial as a controller for
pace running using a quadruped robot driven by next-generation artificial muscle
actuators in the future by achieving the steady pace running by our quadruped robot
with realistic legs driven by artificial muscle actuators. This was difficult to achieve in
the literature.

(2) We demonstrated the advantage of leg loading feedback to the two-level CPG in stabi-
lizing pace running by enabling steady pace running at a constant speed because of the
autonomous synchronization between each leg’s oscillation and the roll body oscillation
through leg loading feedback to the CPG without specifying its running cycle.
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Appendix A

Design of Two-Level CPG Model

We describe our previously proposed two-level CPG model in this section. For more
detailed information, refer to our previous studies [16,18].

In Figure 5, the membrane potential of the main neurons in the RG and PF parts and
the six motoneurons is expressed as

C · dV
dt

= −INaP − IK − ILeak − ISynE − ISynI (A1)

and that of the interneurons is expressed as

C · dV
dt

= −ILeak − ISynE − ISynI (A2)

where C is a neuronal capacitance, V is the average membrane voltage of the neuron, INaP, IK,
and ILeak are persistent sodium, potassium rectifier, and leakage currents, respectively. ISynE
and ISynI are excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents. The currents are expressed as

INaP = gNaP ·mNaP · hNaP · (V − ENa)

IK = gK ·m
4
K · (V − EK)

ILeak = gLeak · (V − ELeak)

ISynE,i = gSynE ·
(
Vi − ESynE

)
·
(
∑j aji · f

(
Vj
)
+ ci · d

)
ISynI,i = gSynI ·

(
Vi − ESynI

)
·
(
∑j bji · f

(
Vj
)
+ wi · f eedback +∑k αki · f (Vk) + ∑m βmi · f (Vm)

)
(A3)

where g{NaP, K, Leak, SynE, SynI} and E{Na, K, Leak, SynE, SynI} are the maximal conductances of
the ionic channels and the reversal potentials. aji and bji are the gains of the excitatory
and inhibitory synaptic input from neuron j to neuron i, and ci is the gain of the tonic
descending signal d to neuron i. wi is a feedback gain. ∑k αki · f (Vk) represents the mutual
inhibitory connections of the RG neurons between the contralateral legs, as shown in
Figure 5. ∑m βmi · f (Vm) represents the mutual excitatory connections of the RG neurons
between the ipsilateral legs. The variables mK, mNaP, and hNaP are described in our previous

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app12094146/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app12094146/s1
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paper [15]. The average population activity f
(
Vj
)

from neuron j is expressed by a sigmoid
function as

f (V) =

{
1/(1 + exp(−(V −V1/2)/k)) (if V ≥ Vth)

0 (otherwise)
(A4)

where V1/2 is a half-activation voltage, k is a sigmoid gain, and Vth is the threshold of each
neuron.

Leg loading feedback is input to f eedback only for the RG-F neuron through a sigmoid
function as

f eedback =


1/
(

1 + exp
(
−
(

loadleg − 5
)
·k f

)) (
i f load f oot = 5 [N]

)
0 (otherwise)

(A5)

where load f oot is the value of the force sensor attached to the tip of each leg to detect the
footfall (if load f oot = 5 [N], the leg is in the stance phase), loadleg is leg load, which is
estimated from the length of the two-joint muscle actuator for the shoulder and elbow
joints or the knee and ankle joints, and k f is a sigmoid gain.
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